Grammar Test – “Mr. Putter and Tabby Fly the Plane”
Skill – More Plural Nouns

Skill Reminder:
• Some nouns change their spelling to name more than one.

Directions: Make each noun name more than one.

1. wing  1. _______________________________
2. bush  2. _______________________________
3. man   3. _______________________________
4. pilot  4. _______________________________
5. child  5. _______________________________
6. bench  6. _______________________________

Directions: Circle the correct noun.

7. A ______________ ran in the hole.
   7.   mouse     mice
8. It went behind those ______________.
   8.   tree      trees
9. Two ______________ came to look.
   9.   fox       foxes
10. They showed their ______________.
    10. tooth     teeth
11. Three ______________ helped the mice.
    11. deer      deers
12. All of the ______________ became friends.
    12. animal    animals